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Rapidly urbanizing coastal states have unique environmental problems
associated with water resources management. Severe pressures on
limited water resources, for urban and industrial demands are one

problem. Potential damage of coastal flooding of urban expansion is
another. Despite an escalating potential crisis, institutional capacity
of the states, despite recent improvement, is severely dificient to
copy with problems. State suthority to manage is handicapped by
constitutional-statutory rigidity and lags in program reform. State
management is further weakened by fragmented and conflicting Federal
policies, agencies, rules and standards on one hand and on the other,
by local pressures for "home rule" and control over land and water
decisions. While improvements have been made in both federal and
state programs to encourage planning, environmental analysis and
support actions, to date, few efforts have aimed directly at the
creation of contemporary management institutions to enable states to
mediate serious problems.

This paper assesses problems of institutional development in water
resources management by looking at current issues and potential for

solution in Massachusetts, with a particular focus on the issue of
urbanization on Cape Cod. The paper first looks at the problem setting
of Cape Cod and coastal Massachusetts, then looks at the current state
water resources and management institutionsl framework. Institutional
and program options are then evaluated, addressed to improvement of
state capacity to resolve coastal water resources problems in rapidly
urbanizing zones.
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INNOVATION IN PLANNING WATER RESOURCES IN COASTAL STATES

A quiet but deepening conflict is emerging in water supply issues in
the east. In coastal states, in particular, both quantitative and
qualitative urban water problems have intensified as older systems
have deteriorated and serious water shortages have increased. Federal
water policy changes are also exerting pressure to increase local
payments for projects long subsidized at the federal level. In
response to these complex pressures, eastern states are beginning to
develop water supply strategies.

We looked at state water resources agencies to assess how states
were responding to new pressures, and for trends in innovation in
planning and policy. Evidence suggests that state water policy and
planning is still in a developing state. Moreover, there is a need
for basic institutional reform and for new programs to carry out
policies. There may also be need for Federal policy and program
change to provide better incentives for state reform and to coor
dinate goals carried out separately in NOAA, state programs adminis
tered by the Water Resources Council, HUD and EPA, affecting rapidly
urbanizing coastal zones.

This assessment of innovation in state water resources planning is
divided into three parts. The first reviews evidence on coastal state
innovation and draws from a survey undertaken recently on a state
water resources planning.* A second part looks at problems at
innovation efforts at the community level, drawing on a recent survey
of Massachusetts coastal communities. A third part looks briefly at
potential for incentives in Federal program.

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES IN STATE WATER PLANNING

Economists and planners have long agreed that water resources decisions
are heavily influenced by (1) the collective nature and properties of
water itself as a commodity; (2) the problem of visibility and
different values places for different uses under different conditions
of scarcity. As Helen Ingram recently points out, water is considered
"a birthright" by most people and expectations are at will be made
available, at no cost and in unlimited quantity (Ingram: 1977). while

•The survey was undertaken by the author at the University of Maryland
and was supported in part by the University. Surveys of Massachusetts
municipalities also included here were drawn from studies undertaken
by Elizabeth Klein, et.al. as part of the Water Conservation Project,
Massachusetts Conservation Service Corporation, Lincoln Filene Center,
Tufts University, Medford, MA.
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the need for municipal subsidies of water is now long past, the

public still expects its supply as a free good and rarely considers
its values except in outbreaks of crisis or emergencies. This creates
public perception of the problem as dichotomized between (1) the
visible collective crisis; and (2) the invisible individual "right."
In public policy, a "flood-drought" syndrome is created where public
action and policy ebb and flow with crisis.2 Where there is no crisis,
there is little need for policy; the main issues are limited to
occasional property rights mediation and quarterly water bills for
the average householder.

There is, however, a formally institutionalized water resources
politics at the state level which is highly influential in innovation.
Three components include: (1) organized special interests and other
benefit publics; (2) institutional structure, including technical,
administrative staff, budget, program organization and legislative
committee; and (3) unwritten roles and rules which distribute power
and influence and allocate benefits between a fragmented public juris
dictional structure and private interests.

Organized interests, as Helen Ingram points out, are highly specialized
and focus on narrow goals. The institutional structure—legislative,
executive and administrative at both state and local levels—have

evolved a complex informal decision process, designed to mediate
inevitable conflicts which arise in water matters. The process,
however, converts most decisions to technical, hardware or capital
terms, which acts to narrow the participants to a specialized club,
limit debate and exclude the uninitiated. Some results are an over-

representation of commercial interests. Commercial needs, for example
are usually included into planning municipal water supply expansion
and pricing systems may not reflect equity in policies. Rate setting
may also reflect the requirements of special larger users; rate
structures are frequently tolerated which openly encourage waste as
with declining block rates, or ignore sloppy municipal metering
practices. States may and frequently do fail to provide an overall
water consumption or use standard to local districts or other assis
tance to encourage efficiency in local water planning, pricing,
and use.

The subsidy was considered legitimate early in the 20th century when
public monopolies sought to encourage consumption of pure, standard
water for community health and safety considerations. Underpricing
currently, however, has no justification on either equity or
efficiency grounds.

2
Floods and droughts represent extreme and catastrophic events.
Public perceptions of impacts are erratic; high during the event,
dropping sharply after the crisis is past. Such crises, rarely
becomes institutionalized in reform. See: Maurice D. Van Arsdol,

. Jr., Georges Sebaugh and Francesca Alexander, "Reality and the
Perception of Environmental Hazards," Journal of Health and Human
Behavior, Vol. 1 (1964) pp. 144-153.
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Finally, the nature of decision making processes in state water
resources, including public participation, lacks interaction of broad
interests considered crucial to feedback and democratic representation
and perhaps innovation itself. Water resources decision processes
typically reflect domination of the specialists in narrowly structured
forums, with rigid agendas and limited mechanisms for advertisement
and participation by the public. Commission meetings for example,
are typica-ly dominated by discussions of capital projects, by
detailed but obscure technical expositions of aims goals and imple
mentation questions associated with projects, and an insiders ritual
of questions and answers, supporting the contention of existence of
a "tyranny of expertise" (Ingram: 1977) . Not surprisingly, few
members of the public, including organized consumer groups, participate
in water resources decision making in the states.

STATE WATER RESOURCES: ISSUES

Three problems face eastern coastal states in water supply areas:
1. physical-hydrological questions
2. urbanization patterns influencing demand
3. institutional problems, particularly fragmentation

Proglems with supply flow directly from the widely recognized unique,
complex and volatile physical and hydrological characteristics of
coastal areas. Water supplied for municipal purposes is severely
limited in quantity. Surface water in the form of year round streams
and impoundments is rare and ground water, while plentiful in the East,
is characteristically found close to the surface and is vulnerable to
contamination from urban activities and recharge interference from
urban use. Sea water intrusion is also a potential problem. Finally,
alteration of much of the land-water systems through draining of
wetlands, channelization of stream courses, up-stream diversions,
manipulation of littoral coast systems, etc., may also have negative
consequences in limiting water supply.

Demand, measured in terms of urbanization rates, has increased
rapidly recently in coastal areas, if differently. In some cases,
coastal growth is outstripping state population and economic growth
rates. Underlying these trends are:

3In Massachusetts, for example, examination of the water resources
commission meetings held during one year revealed that exactly three
structural flood control projects dominated agenda presentations by
staff. Attendance by the general public rarely exceeded a handfull.

4
(Exceptions are the League of Women Voters which has been active
nationally and through state chapters in water resources matters
and faithfully followed state public meetings on policy and projects).
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1. redistribution of urban populations to coastal zones,
accelerated land development rates, construction rates,
particularly for year-round housing.

2. growth in tourism and short term visitation rates

3. Growth in industrial activities of a regional nature,
including utilities, port and shipping, energy processing
facilities, food processing, etc.

Coastal urbanization as a general trend in the U.S. which includes a
redistribution of population towards coastal settlement areas despite
overall leveling of growth. Residential shifts have included retire
ment households, households in search of "life style" advantages and
suburban commuters seeking advantages of amenities in coastal zones.

Most of the Northeasters states have experienced growth in coastal
suburbs. Where transit or commuter rail systems connect to existing
job centers (N.J., Conn., Mass., N.Y.) or where industry is attracted
to coastal locations (Conn., Va. Beach-Norfolk), the trend could be
expected to continue.

Populations shifts have been accompanied by growth in water use
exceeding population growth as well as possible loss of in basin
supplies. Households are more affluent, buy larger housing units
with more consuming facilities (bathrooms, appliances, swimming pools,
lawns, etc.) which results in higher water consumption. Losses in
water tables can occur with (1) conflict with recharge areas; (2)
loss of recharge through waste water treatment facilities.

Non-residential activities—tourism, industrial and commercial
expansions—are also taking place in coastal zones. As the Massachusetts
case described below indicates, major conflicts between expanding year
round population and seasonal demand, correspond to low flow periods
causing emergency problems. Industrial expansion is even more serious
as the Massachusetts case below indicates. Coastal locations are
preferred by some very large water consumers, including electric
power facilities, energy processing facilities, petro-chemicals,
food processers and the like.

INSTITUTIONAL AND PROGRAM INNOVATION IN EASTERN COASTAL STATES

In an effort to test recent changes in water resources planning and
innovation, a survey was conducted of nine northeast coastal states to
assess state policy and programs. Two types of questions were asked.

5In some Cape Cod Communities, estimates are that water tables may
lose as much as 20% recharge through installation of upgraded sewage
treatment systems.
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one related to the framework which addressed changes in law and
executive reorganization, resources devoted to water resources and a
second set which looked at innovation in planning and programs.

The overall framework, including statutory and constitutional changes
have tended to be altered less frequently than administrative struc
tures. State survey results indicate that innovation in the form of
executive reorganization has been rapid and universal among states.
Most executive reorganizations moreover have addressed environmental
resources conservation and pollution control fairly comprehensively.
Internal changes directly affecting water resources programs have
included: centralizing authority in the executive branch; designating
single administrative units and officers responsible for programs;
reducing powers of independent boards and commissions; consolidating
scattered programs in single agencies; creating special water policy
and planning units and providing higher funding levels of technical
analysis, inventories, framework planning and technical assistance
to localities.

Of the ten coastal states surveyed, all but two underwent environmental
reorganization during the recent past. Of those which were reorganized,
all involved creation of cabinet level officers reporting directly to
the governor and all reported increased authority over water
resources programs. In each case, authority of independent boards
was drastically reduced, or curtailed altogether.

A second type of reform model included in the survey has been the
integration of water resources into pollution abatement agencies. The
assumption is that in the long run the two issues must be integrated
although there is some concern that the constituents, framework and
politics of one are more backward (or less progressive) that the other.6

Finally, a number of states have retained older, unreformed independent
boards and commissions. These tend to continue to be dominated by
special interests and are stratified to include intricate distribution
of technical, regional, industry and public agency representation.

Resources and efforts were assessed in 10 different categories of
water resources, non-capital outlay, ranging from planning to
withdrawal permits. On a per capita basis, the largest overall
efforts were made by the more rural states (North Carolina, Maryland,
Virginia) while the more urbanized states spent less (Connecticut,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island). As Table 1 indicates, this may
reflect the likelihood that less state planning is taking place where
urban water districts dominate water supply issues, but it also suggests

6 ,
Elizabeth H. Haskell and Victoria S. Price, State Environmental
Management, Praeger, NY, 1973, the authors are pessimistic about
the executive reorganizations influencing water resources and fear
that such traditional conservation agencies will tend to "undermine"
reform achievements of pollution abatement programs in the same
policy units.
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that very little statewide resource activities are taking place.

PLANNING AND PROGRAM INNOVATION IN COASTAL STATES

Radical changes in the form of shifts in appropriate planning and
administration has not taken place as yet in coastal states. Innova
tion is taking place in several ways, however:

1. comprehensive programs; integration of land and water planning
and management programs into single comprehensive planning
programs.

2. development of technical assistance for support of local
innovation such as conservation of municipal supply, recycling,

etc.

3. research and development to increase safe yields from existing
sources

4. increase special districting of critical areas; use of permit
programs to manage withdrawals.

Comprehensive planning programs have been initiated in several coastal
states. Most aim to integrate land and water conservation planning
analysis and decisions and to simplify implementation of such programs
as flood protection, food plains management, wildlife protection,
recreation programming and new water supply management reservoir site
awuisition, etc. An additional aim is to create efficiencies in water
administration, eliminate duplication of effort, facilitate communi
cation of similar goals, avoid conflicts, etc.

Technical assistance to localities is receiving increased attention
as conservation and demand reduction is seen as an alternative to
costly and politically difficult new water supply development to
meet future needs, while no state has developed policies as compre
hensive as some western states, the increase in incentives for self-
held at the local level is visible in states such as Massachusetts,
New Jersey and New York. Rather, there is increasing interest in
direct state actions such as education, modification of building codes,
recycling requirements, and such programs as statewide pricing, and
regulatory standard setting. States are also looking at the new
problem of local bond issue water utility financing as another means
to assert state conservation standards.

The most radical innovation in appropriation administration is under
way in the form of special districting in a few states. North
Carolina and Virginia have instituted special districting for ground
water management areas subject to potential large scale intrusion,
other contamination or conflict over rights between small and large
interests. In Virginia, two coastal districts have been designated
in Southeastern and Eastern Shore areas, where problems have included
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overpumping^ aquifer compaction, surface subsidence, and salt-water
instrusion. Under the program, all industrial and commercial users
wishing to withdraw more than 50,000 GPD must apply for a permit
from the state water control board. The board in turn utilizes the
permit system to calculate overall rates of withdrawal, seasonal
changes and water table changes to permit safe withdrawals.

PLANNING AND INNOVATION IN MASSACHUSETTS COASTAL COMMUNITIES:
A CASE

Coastal communities in Massachusetts, reflect the typical problem of
supply limits, limited resources in ground water and rapid shifts in
urban populations and accelerated consumption rates.

Massachusetts water problems reflect its past and recent history.
One of the most urbanized coastlines in the U.S., 40% of the states'
populations currently lives in 97 communities constituting the coastal
land mass and about 50% of current development occurs in the same zone.
Growth in the coastal communities has increased at a faster rate
than in the state as a while. In older communities (Boston, New
Bedford), losses are balanced by gains indicating a redistribution of
populations to growth areas such as Plymouth county, Ipswich and
Cape Cod. In addition, industry also favors coastal locations.
Included are port/energy supplies. (3/4 of the energy supplies enter
through Mass. coastal ports and electric generating power facilities;
80% are located on the coast, as is the build of food processing
and petro-chemicals facilities. Finally, the 1 billion dollar tourism
and commercial fishing industries are highly dependent on coastal
locations.)8

A community sample was undertaken recently to assess voluntary poten
tial for voluntary innovation in water resources in Massachusetts.

7
see: —Statutes, Regulations, Policies, State Water Control Board,
Commonwealth of Virginia, Richmond, 1978 and Progress Report for
Fiscal Years 1977 and 1978.

8
Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management Review, Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs, Office of Coastal Zone Management.

9Klein, Elizabeth, et.al, op.cit.
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The survey indicated that water problems were compounded by urbaniza
tion patterns, physical limits and lack of interjurisdictional coopera
tion. Growth patterns are divided between high growth communities
(exceeding statewide rates) and low growth communities. This is
only part of the picture, however, water use tends to exceed popula
tion growth where affluent communities are experiencing expansion
and larger housing units, more luxuries, appliances, pools, etc.
Other older "declining" communities, however, may also experience
increases in water consumption if steps are not taken toward conser
vation; communities such as Gloucester and New Bedford expect popu
lation decline but growth in high water consuming industries such
as fish processing.

Supply issues are much more critical than one would expect. Resources
are extremely limited in the communities surveyed, owing to the (1)
high dependency on ground water (63% of the communities); (2) loss
in existing water supply through contamination or up-stream diver
sions. Many communities were instituting measures to increase yield.
18% are now using wells once abandoned and 16% use wells once considered
"not economically feasible." Much of the problems of water include
contamination from new sources such as road salt, toxic chemicals and

oil. This is in contrast to the traditional contaminants of sea water

and leachate from dumps. Examples of new contamination cases include
Provincetown where town wells have been shift down when contamination

by underground oil storage and road salt. Another case that of
excessive upstream diversions, is represented by the Northshore coastal
community of Imswich. Excessive surface drawdowns during low flow
periods have resulted in high concentrations of salts and minerals in
the Ipswich river resulting in loss of this wource to downstream Ipswich.

INSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS: JURISDICTIONAL FRAGMENTATION IN MUNICIPAL

WATER SUPPLY

Two types of arrangements characterize Massachusetts coastal communi

ties which are typical of other states (1) old; (2) new. The older
systems are large regional districts, developed from an almost total
appropriation of stream sources. Boston and Fa-1 River are typical.
Over the years municipal districts have expanded to become regional
suppliers with limits on capacity reached, however few new urbanizing
areas can be accomodated in these systems. The newer systems are
communities which rely almost exclusively on in basin resources.
Common well fields in coastal zones are common but there are few shared

arrangements between communities, even where one area is sparsely
populated and its neighbors heavily populated. The state has been
reluctant to intervene directly and efforts to interest localities in
voluntary districting have all met with failure.

Klein, E. et.al. op.cit.

1 Between 1974 to 1976, a number of studies were undertaken to assess
regional districting on the Northshore. Ipswich, an affluent rural
community, however, turned down plans for a regional reservoir.
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In the absence of mandates for interjurisdictional cooperation in
water supply allocation, there has been a small effort to encourage
localities to institute conservation and demand-reduction in water
use. Part of the impetus emerged with reports of waste in larger
systems. The coastal community survey attempted to test the interest
and willingness of communities to institute conservation methods as
a substitute for new water supply development.

INNOVATION IN WATER SUPPLY AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Massachusetts communities surveyed illustrate one of the major
delemmas in water supply planning. While there are major supply
problems in all of the 15 communities surveyed and severe problems
in 3/4 of the coastal communities, the current innovation record is
not optimistic. Measuring innovation in terms of use of one or more
of techniques such as pricing, rate setting, metering and other
conservation and protective activities, few communities participated.
Only a little over 1/4 used graduated rate structures to encourage
conservation and nearly 1/2 have flat rate systems. Many of the
remaining 18% moreover, were suspected of having a decreasing rate
system, constituting a disincentive to conservation. Metering was
more widely practiced (85% had meters) and thus cost recovery is
possible.

Innovation techniques are currently being encouraged in special demon
strations in Massachusetts as part of a strong effort to reduce future
demand. Both hardware and behavior changes are being considered.
Equipment, tools, hardware innovation are being emphasized. Although
recycling and reuse are beginning to be talked about. Behavior
changes, the more difficult but by far the most effective conservation
measure, takes a wide range from total bans on water use, time of day
restrictions, out of door restrictions appropriate mainly for
emergencies, to conservation remedies are viewed with enthusiasm by
some, in the long run, institutional change at the state level will
probably be required.

CONCLUSION: FEDERAL POLICY INCENTIVES OF COASTAL STATE WATER

RESOURCES INNOVATION

Evidence here suggests there is an increasing recognition of need
for planning water resources at the state level in the urbanizing
coastal north east. A principle handicap in planning is lack of a
coordinating mechanism to consider the complex competition for water in
a limited system. The creation of institutional mechanisms which
regionalize problems and solutions might be facilitated by such a
planning/coordinating mechanism at the state level. One possible
base might be the current federal grants in aid for planning and
coordination, which separately touch urbanization, coastal resources
conservation, land and water protection and public water supply. Re
quiring that each grantor review planning programs to assure that water
resources issues are not overlooked would be an initial step. A
second step would be a strong new incentive for assessment of coastal
resources, as part of joint program requirements.
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State

Table 1:

Selected Eastern State Hater Resources Expenditures

Exp./Bud. (OOP's dollars) Staff:

Total Planning Total Planning

Delaware 200.0 N.A. N.A. 0.5

N.C. 850.0 200.0 51 12

Conn. 220.0 40.0 10 2

Maryland 7S0.0 50.0 32 2

Penn. 890.0 250.0 75 12

Va. 551.5 125.0 N.A. 4

N.Y. 1,045.0 60.0 15 2

MA. 750.0 125.0 30 2

Source; Woody, Bette, "National Survey of State Water Resources Expenditure",
University of Maryland, 1979
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1)Planning/futuresupplies

2)SupplyInventories,hydrological
surveys,etc.

3)Floodabatementplanning

4)Floodcontrolprojectsplanning
engineering,contracting
(structural)

5}Groundwaterdrillingpermits

6)Diversionpermits

7)Municipalsupplyplanning,review

8)Administration/adjudicationwaterrights

9)Appropriationadministration

♦Legislationbutnoresources

**Onlyindesignatedcapacityuseareas

/StateHellDrillingBoard

//StateCourtSystem

Table2

CompositionofStateWaterAdministration

Del.N.C.R.I.Conn.Md.Penn.Va.N.Y.

XXXxxxxx

XXXxxxxx

Mass.

Xx

**

x(LongIslandOnly)

**

**

//x(PublicWaterSupply)
Only
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Table.3: Rates of Change in Population and Hater Use 1979-1990

Community

Ipswich

Salisbury

Gloucester

-fCohassett

Lynn

+Reading

+Boston

+Stroughton

Bedford

+Fall River

+Taunton

+Provincetown

New Bedford

% Change
Population

20.03

108.21

4.44

30.00

( 3.33)

21.16

( 1.91)

31.24

30.79

( 11.60)

4.39

25.15

( 8.72)

Water Use

n.a.

77.12

n.a.

14.29

6.90

74.52

n.a.

(29.56)

5.80

291.47

Source: Klein, Elizabeth, et. al. Water Conservation Project. Massachusetts
Conservation Service Corporation, Lincoln Fllene Center, Tufts
University, Medford, MA, for Executive Office of Environmental
Affairs, Commonwealth of MA, February, 1979.
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1/Coesunity: Populations

1978 1990

Avg. Consuap.
(Hgd) P/
1978 Conoucp 1990

P/
Consuap

Source Problccs-

(codc)

1. Ipswich 11,S00 14,200 n.a. 1.838 wells,
diversion

A,B.C.

2. Salisbury
+15,000-'

8,701 n.a. .77 veils

3. Gloucester 28,250 29,500 n.a. 4.34 wells,
diversion

4. Cohasset 7,500 9,750 0.66 .88 1,169 1.20 ponds,
wells

5- Lynn 90,000 89.700 n.a. n.a. 15.8 1.76 4 ponds,
2 diversions

6. Reading 24,250 29.500 3.26 1.34 3.726 1.26 wolls^'

7. Boston 626,000 616,000 143.4 2.28 153.3 2.49 diversion

S. S[oughton 25,717 33.750 2.17 84.4 3.787 1.12 wells

9. Bedford 15,100 19,750 n.a. n.a. 3.042 wells-'

10. Fall River 100,339 88,700 16.66 1.66 11.735 1.32 ponds

11. Taunton 42.U8 44,000 6.5 1.59 6.877 1.56 4 ponds;
Tau'n River

wells
;

12. Provincetown 18,432 23,060 0.75,. 2.936
+1.S0-'

13. Hew Bedford 100,345 91,600 n.a.

3/
wells:

3 ponds

1. Code: A* ovcrpusplng of aquifer: seasonal shortage, withdrawals exceeding safe yields:
B- pollution; sea intrusion, road salt, high sollfora count, other toxic aatcrials
exceeding safe levels; C- upstrcaa diversions/adjacent coesunity drawdowns reduce local
supply bclou safe yields; D- old didstrlbutlon systca, leakage; E» land use threats to
recharge areas.

2. Suaser tourlsa Increases
3. Coaaunity wells closed; eacrgency supply froa neighboring coaaunltlcB

Source! Coapllcd froa Klein, Elizabeth, "Water Conservation Project: First Report,"
Massachusetts Conservation Service Corporation, Lincoln Fllene Center, Tufts University,
Medford, HA, January 1979
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